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Problem 1 (25 points)(a) (5 pts). Clearly state Lagrange's theorem.Theorem 0.1 Let G be a �nite group, and let H be a subgroup of G. Thenthe order of H divides the order of G.
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(b) (20 pts) Let p be a prime number. Let G be a group with jGj = pnfor some n � 1 (suh a group is alled a p-group.) Prove that G has at leastone element of order p. (Hint: if you don't know how to start, onsider �rstthe speial ase where jGj = 9.)Sine G has more than one element, we an pik some element a 2 Gwhih is not the identity. Then a has order bigger than 1, and by Lagrange'stheorem, in fat order(a) is a divisor of pn whih means it is some power piwhere 0 < i � n.But if a has order pi, then api�1 has order p. So we have found an elementof order p.(The argument here is exatly the same as in Exerise 7.26: \Let jGj = 8.Show that G must have an element of order 2." But I think even some peoplethat had gotten that exerise were onfused by the extra generality in thisproblem.)
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Problem 2 (25 points)(a) (10 pts) Let G and G be two groups. De�ne what it means for a funtion� : G! G to be an isomorphism of groups.The funtion � is an isomorphism if it satis�es the following 2 onditions:(1) � is one-to-one and onto; and (2) �(ab) = �(a)�(b) for all a; b 2 G.
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(b) (15 pts) De�ne the following set of matries:G = ��1 a0 1� ����a 2 Z�:The set G is a group under matrix multipliation (you an assume this.)Prove that G �= Z, in other words that G is isomorphi to the group ofintegers with the operation of addition. Hint: you need to �nd a funtion �whih gives the isomorphism|try something simple.We de�ne the funtion � : Z! G by the formulaa 7! �1 a0 1�It is easy to see that this funtion is one-to-one and onto and so thisdoesn't really require additional argument.To hek the other ondition in the de�nition of an isomorphism, wealulate �(a+ b) = �1 a+ b0 1 � = �1 a0 1� �1 b0 1� = �(a)�(b)(Remember that the operation in Z is + while the operation in G ismatrix multipliation).
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Problem 3 (20 points)In this problem, we onsider the group S7 of permutations of f1; 2; 3; : : : ; 7g.(a) (10 pts). Write the permutation � = (156)(3547) in disjoint yle form.What is the order of this permutation in the group S7?� = (156)(3547) = (154736) by diret alulation. Sine this is a 6-yle,it has order 6.

(b) (10 pts). Explain why the permutation � in part (a) is an odd permu-tation. Then �nd a permutation � 2 S7 whih is an even permutation butwhih has the same order in S7 as the element �. Again briey explain youranswer.An m-yle is an even permutation if m is an odd number, and is an oddpermutation if m is an even number. So � is odd. We an also see � is odddiretly by expressing � as a produt of 5 transpositions:� = (154736) = (15)(54)(47)(73)(36):We need an element of S7 whih, when written in disjoint yle form, hasorder 6, but is instead an even permutation. These are onditions only onthe yle shape of the permutation when written in disjoint yle form, andessentially one yle shape works: 2 2-yles and a 3-yle.So one answer is � = (123)(45)(67). It is even sine � = (12)(23)(45)(67)and has order lm(3; 2; 2) = 6. 6



Problem 4 (30 points)In this problem, onsider the following four groups: A4, Z12, U(21), D6.These groups all have order 12 (you don't have to prove this.) (Note that D6is the group of all symmetries of a regular hexagon so it ontains six rotationsand six reetions.)(a) (10 pts) For eah of the four groups, deide if it is Abelian or non-Abelian and list your answers below. Prove your answer only for the alter-nating group A4.Zn and U(21) are Abelian and D6 is non-Abelian. Though you weren'tasked to prove these fats, it follows diretly from the de�nition of the groupsZn and U(21), and we have studied the groups Dn enough by now to knowthat omposition of symmetries depends on the order of omposition.For A4, one suspets from experiene working with permutations thatthe group is non-Abelian. But one has to play a bit to �nd an example thatproves this for sure. One example that works is (123)(234) = (12)(34) 6=(13)(24) = (234)(123). Note that (123) and (234) are in A4 sine they areeven permutations. Thus A4 is non-Abelian. (Many students forgot to pikelements that were atually in the group A4 and so instead only ended upproving that S4 is non-Abelian, whih is weaker.)
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(b) (20 pts) Prove that no two of the four groups A4, Z12, U(21), D6 areisomorphi. You an assume without proof all of the basi properties ofisomorphisms. (Starting hint: look for some elements of order 2 in U(21).)Using part (a), sine a non-Abelian group an never be isomorphi toan Abelian group, we see right away that we only have left to prove thatA4 6�= D6 and Z12 6�= U(21).There are multiple ways of doing this, but the easiest involve showing thegroups annot have the same number of elements of some order.To tell the Abelian groups apart, the hint suggests to look for elementsof order 2. The theory of yli groups tells us that Z12 has preisely oneelement of order 2, namely [6℄. For U(21), trying some elements we �nd[8℄2 = [1℄ and so [8℄ is an element of order 2. But [�1℄ = [n�1℄ is an elementof order 2 in any U(n) (sine [�1℄2 = [1℄: you one had an exerise aboutthis). So [20℄ is also an element of order 2 in U21. Sine U21 has at least twoelements of order 2 and Z12 has only 1, Z12 6�= U(21). (As it turns out, U(21)has preisely 3 elements of order 2, f[8℄; [13℄; [20℄g, though it was enough to�nd two of them.)To tell the non-Abelian groups apart, looking at elements of order 2 alsoworks. Instead I will look at elements of order 6, whih I think is a bitsimpler. D6 has an element of order 6, the rotation R60 by 60 degrees, sineperforming this rotation 6 times is the same as the identity symmetry.On the other hand, A4 has no elements of order 6. This is beauseevery element of A4 has the same disjoint yle shape as one of the followingpermutations: �, (12)(34), (123). Thus every element of A4 has order 1, 2,or 3. So A4 6�= D6.
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(more spae for problem 4)
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